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Fig. 1. Architectural design of a modern mountain leisure and tourism center. The geometric shape of the hull is a discrete principal symmetric parametrization

(an S-net) of a Weingarten surface of type aκ1 + bκ2 = c (see Sec. 3.5). The big advantage lies in the fabrication of its doubly curved panels by a substantial

reduction of necessary molds, as the same mold can be used along curves of constant curvature illustrated by isolines (b). Panels with identical molds are

clustered together and highlighted by the same color (a). The network of this S-net assumes constant intersection angles which contributes to its aesthetic.

The isolines of principal symmetric surface parametrizations run symmetri-
cally to the principal directions. We describe two discrete versions of these
special nets/quad meshes which are dual to each other and show their useful-
ness for various applications in the context of fabrication and architectural
design. Our discretization of a principal symmetric mesh comes naturally
with a family of spheres, the so-called Meusnier and Mannheim spheres. In
our representation of principal symmetric meshes, we have direct control
over the radii of theses spheres and the intersection angles of the parameter
lines. This facilitates tasks such as generating Weingarten surfaces includ-
ing constant mean curvature surfaces and minimal surfaces. We illustrate
the potential of Weingarten surfaces for paneling doubly curved freeform
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facades by significantly reducing the number of necessary molds. Moreover,
we have direct access to curvature adaptive tool paths for cylindrical CNC
milling with circular edges as well as flank milling with rotational cones.
Furthermore, the construction of curved support structures from congruent
circular strips is easily managed by constant sphere radii. The underlying
families of spheres are in a natural way discrete curvature spheres in analogy
to smooth Möbius and Laguerre geometry which further leads to a novel
discrete curvature theory for principal symmetric meshes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Meshes are omnipresent in geometric computing: as a geometry
representation, as a basis for simulations, and for shape optimization.
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In those cases, meshes are not visible in the final product and typical
quality measures include approximation accuracy and the size and
shape of faces. However, in certain applications, such as architecture,
meshes constitute an important part of the design and are closely
tied to the fabrication process. This leads to constraints related to
aesthetics, planarity of faces, the supporting structure along the
edges, statics and others.
The present paper contributes to the latter type of meshes. We

present a so far largely neglected class of quad meshes which not
only represent the shape of the surface, but are motivated by aspects
of aesthetics and fabrication. These meshes have the capability to
make simple shapes more interesting. The Swiss Re Tower (Fig. 2,
left) provides a good example. The shape of the tower is a simple
rotational surface which would look rather boring if it had been pan-
eled along floor slabs (parallel circles) and vertical profile curves, i.e.,
along principal curvature lines of the rotational surface. However,
the architects chose a more interesting solution: It follows direc-
tions which are symmetric with respect to the principal directions,
but they are not following principal directions themselves. In other
words, these meshes discretize a network of curves on a surface
whose bisecting directions in each point are the principal curvature
directions. We call them principal symmetric (ps) meshes.
Since the asymptotic directions on negatively curved surfaces

(directions of vanishing normal curvature) are symmetric with re-
spect to principal directions, the network of asymptotic curves on
a surfaces is a smooth ps net on a surface. The most widely used
discretization is that of A-nets, which are quad meshes with planar
vertex stars: the four edges emanating from a vertex lie in a plane
[Bobenko and Suris 2008].

Already Finsterwalder [1899] pointed to a simple way of building
a surface model based on asymptotic curves: Finsterwalder builds
the model from straight and originally flat strips of material which
is easily bent but not stretched (paper, cardboard, sheet metal). Such
a strip can be attached orthogonally to a reference surface S if and
only if it follows an asymptotic curve of S . This allows one to build
curved structures from straight strips, as beautifully demonstrated
in the asymptotic gridshells of E. Schling [2018] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Principal symmetric meshes in architecture. Le� : Swiss Re Tower,

London, by N. Foster and K. Shu�leworth, Right : Canopy for a hotel in

Ingolstadt, Germany, by E. Schling and J. Schikore.

Asymptotic gridshells can be generalized to surface models which
are fabricated from planar circular strips of constant radius [Schling
et al. 2018]. In these structures the curved strips are arranged along

curves of constant normal curvature on a reference surface. Direc-
tions with the same normal curvature are symmetric with respect
to the principal directions and therefore one again arrives at ps
meshes. In [Schling et al. 2018], the ps property is expressed via
S-nets. These are quad meshes with spherical vertex stars, meaning
that a vertex and its four connected neighboring vertices lie on a
sphere. However, the paper does not go much beyond the definition
of S-nets and thus just scratches the surface of an interesting topic,
which we will now elaborate in much more depth and illustrate
with several quite different applications.

1.1 Overview and contributions

The main goal of the present paper is a careful study of the geom-
etry of principal symmetric (ps) meshes and their applications in
computational design and fabrication:

• It turns out that ps curve networks on a surface are objects of
sphere geometries. Hence, we study ps meshes within the two major
and practically most relevant sphere geometries, namely Möbius
geometry (S-nets mentioned above) and Laguerre geometry (leading
to the new S∗-nets).

• We discuss the design space of modeling S-nets which is quite
large: for any freely chosen one-parameter family of curves covering
a designed reference surface there exists a unique transversal family
which complements it to an S-net.

• We develop a novel discrete curvature theory for S-nets based
on a discrete Gauss map.

• The wide class of ps meshes contains a number of remarkable
special cases. These include various classes of so-called Weingarten
surfaces, which are surfaces whose principal curvatures κ1,κ2 sat-
isfy an equation F (κ1,κ2) = 0. Weingarten surfaces possess only a
one-parameter family of curvature elements. We show how one can
use this for architectural paneling solutions with curved panels. For
N panels, one needs only roughly

√
N molds.

• We show how to compute ps meshes via numerical optimization.
In particular we show how to (i) approximate a given surface with
a ps mesh and (ii) given the combinatorics of a quad mesh, we can
optimize for the ps property, incorporating additional constraints.
This allows us to compute interesting geometry (e.g., Weingarten
surfaces) from combinatorics.

• We show that S-nets provide all information needed for curva-
ture adaptive CNC machining and demonstrate the high quality
surface finish one can achieve in this way.

• While meshes which follow principal directions are easily opti-
mized for planarity of their faces (for circular and conical meshes,
the definition even includes planarity of faces), this is not true for
ps meshes. We show how and under which circumstances one can
obtain practically useful ps meshes with planar quads.

1.2 Related Work

Quad mesh design and in particular quad-remeshing is a highly
popular topic in geometry processing. It is far beyond the scope
of our paper to provide a brief overview. Hence, we refer to the
survey [Bommes et al. 2013] and point to a few recent contribu-
tions [Diamanti et al. 2015; Jakob et al. 2015; Sageman-Furnas et al.
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2019; Vaxman et al. 2017] that present important concepts and algo-
rithms for the alignment of a quad mesh along prescribed directions.
Remeshing is not a main target of our work and largely left for future
research, but ideas in those papers could be important to provide
efficient tools for the design of ps meshes on a given surface.
In discrete differential geometry (DDG), most research on quad

mesh based surfaces has focused on those with planar faces (conju-
gate parameterizations) or planar vertex stars (asymptotic param-
eterizations) [Bobenko and Suris 2008]. An exception is the work
on edge-constraint nets [Hoffmann et al. 2017]. We will further
contribute to this class of discrete surfaces and show that S-nets
with vertex spheres of constant radius are edge-constraint nets.

While a general discussion of ps meshes is new to the present
paper, there are special cases in which they appear in the literature.
To the best of our knowledge the earliest occurrence is in [Wunder-
lich 1951], where special S-nets arise as offsets of discrete surfaces
of constant negative Gaussian curvature. The sphere condition for
S-nets and its dual counterpart, implied on diagonal nets, has been
used to characterize discrete isothermic surfaces and their Laguerre
geometric counterparts [Bobenko and Suris 2006]. Certain ps trian-
gle meshes recently appeared in a study of polyhedral surfaces with
high visual smoothness [Pellis et al. 2019].
The two types of ps meshes which we are studying are distin-

guished by the sphere geometry to which they belong. Recall that
the two major classes of meshes which follow principal directions
are also classified in terms of sphere geometries: circular meshes
(Möbius) and conical meshes (Laguerre) [Bobenko and Suris 2008].
There have also been contributions to geometry processing which
operate within sphere geometries, e.g. [Bobenko and Schröder 2005;
Vaxman et al. 2015, 2018], or concern meshes of spheres [Thiery
et al. 2013, 2016; Tkach et al. 2016].

A main aspect in our work is its relation between discrete surface
models and specific applications in architecture and fabrication. A
substantial early contribution to this area has been made by S. Fin-
sterwalder [1899], who presented numerous ideas for the fabrication
of surfaces from strips, on their deformation and on shapes in force
equilibrium. Much later, with the advent of freeform architecture,
the construction of surfaces from simple elements became again
interesting and in fact a big challenge. This led to research on ar-
chitectural geometry, which we do not aim to review here, but just
refer to the survey [Pottmann et al. 2015]. The beautiful interplay
between DDG and fabrication is seen in a number of recent contri-
butions. This includes research on Chebyshev nets and wire meshes
[Garg et al. 2014; Sageman-Furnas et al. 2019], on discrete orthogo-
nal geodesics and developable surfaces [Rabinovich et al. 2018a,b;
Wang et al. 2019], or on conformal maps and certain types of auxetic
materials [Konaković et al. 2016, 2018].

2 S-NETS AND S∗-NETS

Our goal is to discretize smooth S-nets, i.e., surface parametrizations
where both parameter lines (isolines) are symmetric with respect to
the principal directions (cf. Def. 2.1). However, before we enter the
road of discretization let us briefly recall the related notions from
smooth differential geometry. We will compare the classical notions
of Meusnier spheres and Euler’s formula with the lesser known

Fig. 3. We obtain discrete S-nets by applying our algorithm to an initial

mesh with edge polylines following a cross field whose axes are symmetric

to the principal directions of an underlying reference surface. Even though

remeshing typical computer graphics models into ps nets is not our primary

goal these examples illustrate the generality and flexibility of our method.

In this way, the Lilium tower (right), as originally planned with a mesh

aligned with the story levels, assumes another interesting appearance.

Mannheim sphere and Blaschke’s formula, which are dual to each
other. Both settings deal with the notion of the normal curvature of
surfaces and lead to novel discretizations of S-nets.

2.1 Smooth se�ing

In our paper, the notion of the normal curvature is key. We therefore
first recall the definition and properties of the classical normal
curvature before we then look at its dual counterpart. Afterwards
we will have a brief look at smooth S-nets and discuss their d.o.f.

2.1.1 Normal curvature. Let us consider a smooth surface S with a
tangent vector t attached to it at a surface point p ∈ S . The plane
τ spanned by the tangent vector t and the surface normal n at p
intersects the surface S (in general at least locally) along a curve c
(see Figure 4 left). Now, the normal curvature κn of S in direction
t is defined as the curvature of the intersection curve c at p (see,
e.g., [do Carmo 1976, p. 142]). On the other hand, the orthogonal
projection onto plane τ of any other arbitrary curve c̃ ⊂ S passing
through p and having the same tangent t yields a projected curve
with the same curvature (theorem of Meusnier, cf. e.g., [do Carmo
1976, p. 142]). In that sense we can measure the normal curvature
of any curve c̃ since it only depends on the tangent.

As we rotate the tangent t in the tangent plane about p we obtain
different intersection curves and therefore different normal curva-
tures κn . The maximal normal curvature κ1 and the minimal normal
curvatureκ2 are the principal curvatures atp [do Carmo 1976, p. 144].
The two directions e1, e2 corresponding to the two principal cur-
vatures are orthogonal directions, the so called principal directions
[do Carmo 1976, p. 144].

2.1.2 Parametrizations and smooth nets. Let S be a surface with
parametrization f : U ⊆ R2 → R3, i.e., S = f (U ), and with unit
normal vector field or Gauss map n.

Definition 2.1. We call a smooth parametrization a smooth S-net if
the two tangents to the parameter lines at each point are symmetric
with respect to the principal directions.

Let us denote the coordinate functions of the first fundamental
form by E = 〈fu , fu 〉, F = 〈fu , fv 〉, G = 〈fv , fv 〉, and of the second
fundamental form by e = 〈fuu ,n〉, f = 〈fuv ,n〉, д = 〈fvv ,n〉. Then
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2.1.6 Euler’s formula. The formula that relates the normal curva-
ture κn of curves on a surface to the principal curvatures is Euler’s
formula.

Proposition 2.5 (Euler formula [do Carmo 1976, p. 145]). Let
t be a tangent vector and let θ denote the angle between t and the first
principal direction e1. Then the normal curvature κn in the direction t
is calculated as

κn = κ1 cos
2 θ + κ2 sin

2 θ . (2)

The following immediate consequence of Euler’s formula is very
important for our purposes. It can be easily verified by inserting θ
and −θ into Euler’s formula.

Corollary 2.6. Any two directions s, t in the tangent plane which
are symmetric to the principal directions yield the same normal cur-
vatures, i.e., κn (s) = κn (t).

2.1.7 Meusnier sphere. The notions and results of this section can
be found, e.g., in [Blaschke and Leichtweiß 1973]. For each direction
t at a point p in the tangent plane of a surface with corresponding
normal curvatureκn the sphere with radius 1

κn
and centerp+ 1

κn
n is

calledMeusnier sphere. This Meusnier sphere contains the curvature
information of any curve that has the same tangent t (see Figure 6
left) as shown by the following proposition. Recall that the osculating
plane of a curve c at a point p is the best approximating plane of
that curve in p. The osculating plane contains the tangent line at p
and the osculating circle at p.

p=t

c

τ

Fig. 6. Meusnier sphere. Le� : The red curve c on the surface has a tangent t

at p which, in this projection, appears as a point and coincides with p . The

curve c appears in this projection therefore with a cusp at p . Consequently,

the osculating plane τ appears as a line. The Meusnier sphere is the sphere

in tangential contact with the surface at p and has radius 1/κn , where
κn is the normal curvature corresponding to the tangent t . The osculating

circle of c is the intersection of τ with the Meusnier sphere. Right : The

osculating circles of all curves on a surface that have the same tangent lie

on the Meusnier sphere.

Proposition 2.7. Let S be a surface. The osculating circles of all
curves c on S which pass through the same point p ∈ S with the same
tangent t , arise as intersections of their osculating plane τ (which
passes through t ⊂ τ ) with the Meusnier sphere to (p, t) (see also
Figure 6).

This characterization of a Meusnier sphere as the union of all
curvature circles of curves on a surface with the same tangent (see
Figure 6 right) is key in our first discretization (Definition 2.14) of
ps nets.

2.1.8 Blaschke formula. The formula that relates the dual curva-
ture radii ρ∗n of normal sections of enveloping developables to the
principal curvatures is Blaschke’s formula.

Proposition 2.8 (Blaschke formula [Blaschke 1916, p. 118]).

Let e be a tangent vector and let θ denote the angle between e and
the first principal direction e1. Then the dual curvature radius ρ∗n
corresponding to ruling e is calculated as

ρ∗n = κ
−1
2 cos2 θ + κ−11 sin2 θ . (3)

The following immediate consequence of Blaschke’s formula is
very important for our purposes. It can be easily verified by inserting
θ and −θ into Blaschke’s formula.

Corollary 2.9. Any two directions e, f in the tangent plane which
are symmetric to the principal directions yield the same dual curvature
radii, i.e., ρ∗n (e) = ρ∗n (f ).

2.1.9 Mannheim sphere. The notions and results of this section can
be found, e.g., in [Blaschke and Leichtweiß 1973]. For each ruling e
at a pointp in the tangent plane of a surface with corresponding dual
normal curvature radius ρ∗n the sphere with radius ρ∗n and center p+
ρ∗nn is called Mannheim sphere. This Mannheim sphere contains the
curvature information of any enveloping developable that contains
the same ruling e (see Figure 7 left) as shown by the following
proposition. Recall that the osculating cone of a developable surface
is the best approximating cone with its vertex v on the curve of
regression.

p=t e v

S

K

ccccccccccccccccc
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

v
e

p

K

Fig. 7. Mannheim sphere. Le� : The red curve c on the surface S has a tan-

gent t at p which, in this projection, appears as a point and coincides with

p . There is an enveloping developable D in tangential contact with S along

c containing the ruling pv . The inverse of the curvature of the intersection

curve of that enveloping developable D with a plane through p and orthog-

onal to the ruling pv is the dual curvature radius ρ∗n . The Mannheim sphere

is the sphere in tangential contact with the surface at p and has radius ρ∗n .
The osculating cone K of D is tangentially circumscribed to the Mannheim

sphere. Right : The family of osculating cones corresponding to the same

tangent envelope the Mannheim sphere.

Proposition 2.10. Let S be a surface. The osculating cones of all
enveloping developables along S , with the same contact point p and
ruling e , arise as envelopes of planes which pass through their regres-
sion point v ∈ e and are tangent to the Mannheim sphere to (p, e) (see
also Figure 7).

This characterization of the Mannheim sphere as envelope of
osculating cones of enveloping developables of S with the same
contact ruling (see Figure 7 right) is key in our second discretization
(Definition 2.17) of ps nets.
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2.1.10 Computing S-net directions. From an algorithmic point of
view it is important to compute, for any tangent vector t , the tan-
gent vector u that is symmetric to t with respect to the principal
directions. The method is provided by the following proposition,
whose proof is found in Appendix A.

Proposition 2.11. Let us assume that f is an arbitrary parametriza-
tion of a surface and t = afu + b fv is an arbitrary tangent vector.

Then the tangent vector s = ã fu + b̃ fv is symmetric to t with respect
to the principal directions if and only if

(a,b)M
(
ã

b̃

)
:= (a,b)

(
2Fe − 2E f Ge − Eд
Ge − Eд 2Gf − 2Fд

) (
ã

b̃

)
= 0, (4)

i.e., if (a,b) is orthogonal to (ã, b̃) with respect to the 2 × 2 matrixM .

2.1.11 Degrees of freedom. So far we did not consider the wealth
of possible smooth S-nets on a given surface f : U ⊂ R2 → R3.
Suppose we are given a smooth one-parameter family of curves
covering the surface. It can be expressed as a family of level set
curves φ(u,v) = const. covering the parameter domainU . Thus the
tangent directions to the parameter curves are given by −∂vφ fu +
∂uφ fv . Consequently, Equation (4) yields a differential equation

(−∂vφ, ∂uφ)M
(
−∂vψ
∂uψ

)
= 0,

whose integral curves ψ (u,v) = const. in U trace out a second
one-parameter family of curves which together with the family
φ(u,v) = const. are mapped via f to a smooth S-net (see Figure 8).

Hence, as degrees of freedom for S-net design on a given surface we
can prescribe any arbitrary one-parameter family of curves covering
that surface and obtain uniquely a second family complementing the
given family to a smooth S-net. In the case where a curve touches a
principal direction the curve from the second family will also touch
the same principal direction generating a local degeneracy where
the curves of the two families touch each other. In the same way, as
every direction is a principal direction at umbilics, we consider any
direction as an S-net tangent at umbilics.
However, in discrete S-nets we do not enforce the sphere condi-

tion at irregular vertices but rather enforce fairness around them.
φ
=
2

φ
=
1

φ
=
0

φ
=−

1

(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v )(u, v ) ∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )∇φ(u, v )

(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)(∂v φ, −∂uφ)

Fig. 8. Le� : Isolines of a one-parameter family of curves φ(u, v) = const.

in the parameter domain U . The tangent direction is orthogonal to the

gradient hence parallel to (∂vφ, −∂uφ). Right : The complementary one-

parameter family of curvesψ (u, v) = const. (red) which completes the given

family (green) to a smooth S-net is governed by the differential equation

(−∂vφ, ∂uφ)M (−∂vψ , ∂uψ )⊤ = 0.

n(u, v)

f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)f (u, v)

f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)f (u+ 1, v)

f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)f (u, v+1)

f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)f (u, v−1)
f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)f (u−1, v)

Fig. 9. Le� : The two osculating circles determine a discrete normal n(u, v).
This normal plus one osculating circle uniquely determines the Meusnier

sphere for that direction. In that image both osculating circles lie on the

same sphere. Therefore the two corresponding Meusnier spheres coincide

and the two normal curvatures are the same which further implies that the

two tangent directions are discrete symmetric to the principal directions.

Right : Five planes of an S∗-net dual to an S-net vertex star (le�). The five

planes touch a common sphere. Analogously, this common sphere is the

Mannheim sphere.

2.2 Discrete S-nets

The goal of this section is to give a consistent definition of a discrete
S-net that resembles characterizing properties of smooth S-nets.

Let us consider the map f : Z2 → R3 representing the vertices of
a net. For any parameter line f (u, ·) or f (·,v), the circumcircles of
three successive vertices f (u,v−1), f (u,v), f (u,v+1) or f (u−1,v),
f (u,v), f (u + 1,v), determine discrete osculating circles at f (u,v)
(see Fig. 9 left).

Tangent vectors to osculating circles. Let us first consider a techni-
cal lemma for the description of a tangent vector to a circumcircle
whose proof can be found in Appendix A.

Lemma 2.12. Let ABC be a triangle. Then

B−A
‖B−A ‖2 −

C−A
‖C−A‖2

is a tangent vector to the circumcircle of ABC at A.

Thus, the tangent of a u-parameter line of an S-net is parallel to

f (u,v) − f (u − 1,v)
‖ f (u,v) − f (u − 1,v)‖2

+

f (u + 1,v) − f (u,v)
‖ f (u + 1,v) − f (u,v)‖2

.

There are several possible definitions of normals for discrete
nets/meshes, often adapted to the setting one is working in. We
choose the following one as it arises natural for S-nets.

Definition 2.13. The discrete normal vector n(u,v) at f (u,v) of an
S-net f is given by the unit normal vector that is orthogonal to the
tangent vectors of the osculating circles at f (u,v).

Discrete Meusnier sphere. The discrete S-net normal together with
one of the two osculating circles determine uniquely a Meusnier
sphere and a normal curvature corresponding to that direction. Anal-
ogously, the same normal together with the second osculating circle
determine uniquely a second Meusnier sphere and a second normal
curvature. Now, as our goal is to discretize a curve network symmet-
ric to the principal directions and therefore with the same normal
curvature in both directions, we require the two Meusnier spheres
to coincide. Or equivalently, the two osculating circles shall lie on
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Fig. 10. Le� : A vertex star of an S-net. Any central vertex f (u, v) together
with its four neighbors f (u, v + 1), f (u, v − 1), f (u + 1, v), f (u − 1, v),
lie on a common sphere. Right : An S-net vertex star with its two tangent

vectors t1, t2 which are tangent vectors of the discrete osculating circles.

The bisecting vectors e1, e2 are the discrete principal directions.

one common sphere (see Figure 9 left). This distinctive property
characterizes S-nets.

Definition 2.14. An S-net is a discrete net f : Z2 → R3 such that
for any (u,v) ∈ Z2 the five points f (u,v), f (u,v + 1), f (u,v − 1),
f (u + 1,v), f (u − 1,v), lie on a common sphere (see Figure 10 left).

Since Möbius transformations are sphere preserving, the property
of smooth S-nets being Möbius invariant (Lemma 2.3) naturally
carries over to the discrete setting as the defining properties only
depend on the vertices of each vertex star lying on its own sphere.
We record this important fact in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.15. Discrete S-nets are Möbius invariant.

Definition 2.16. The equal discrete normal curvatures κn corre-
sponding to both directions of the two tangents of the osculating
circles of an S-net are defined to be the inverse radius of their com-
mon vertex sphere. The sphere itself is called discrete Meusnier sphere.
The discrete principal directions are identified as angle bisectors of
the tangent vectors to the osculating circles.

The meshes that we work with have largely Z2 combinatorics,
but we allow for irregular vertices and faces at isolated places.

2.3 Discrete S∗-nets

Discrete S∗-nets are dual to discrete S-nets in the sense of Sec-
tion 2.1.4. Instead of a vertex star of five vertices lying on a sphere
we are now dealing with five oriented planes in tangential oriented
contact with an oriented sphere (i.e., a sphere with oriented normals;
outwards or inwards).

Definition 2.17. An S∗-net is a discrete net ϕ : Z2 → {oriented
planes in R3} such that for any (u,v) ∈ Z2 the five planes ϕ(u,v),
ϕ(u,v+1),ϕ(u,v−1),ϕ(u+1,v),ϕ(u−1,v), are in tangential contact
with a common oriented sphere (see Figure 9 right).

Note that the planes of an S∗-net do not form a
planar quadrilateral net since four adjacent planes
f (u,v), f (u+1,v), f (u+1,v+1), f (u,v+1) do not
meet in one point. The image aside illustrates the
planes together with the contact points of neigh-
boring spheres as each plane touches five spheres.

Laguerre geometry is the geometry of oriented spheres and ori-
ented planes. Laguerre transformations operate on those elements
in such a way that oriented contact is preserved [Blaschke 1929].
Consequently, Laguerre transformations map S∗-nets to S∗-nets
which means Laguerre invariance:

Lemma 2.18. Discrete S∗-nets are Laguerre invariant.

This lemma comes in complete symmetry to the S-net case which
says that discrete S-nets are Möbius invariant (see Lemma 2.15).
Note that S∗-nets naturally discretize the offsetting property of

smooth S-nets (cf. Sec. 2.1.3) in contrast to discrete S-nets. The
deeper geometric reason for that phenomenon is that “offsetting” is
a Laguerre transformation but not a Möbius transformation.

In the dual picture (i.e., S∗-net setting), the osculating circles are
replaced by osculating rotational cones or cylinders in tangential
contact to three planes. Consider a net of oriented planes as in Def.
2.17. Three successive planes determine a rotational cone. Three
successive planes in the other direction determine another rotational
cone. In the case of an S∗, the two cones envelope a common sphere.

Definition 2.19. At a plane of an S∗-net, the (equal) discrete dual
curvature radius ρ∗n corresponding to the two directions is the radius
of their common tangential sphere. The sphere itself is called discrete
Mannheim sphere.

ppppppppppppppppp
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The dual of the tangent of the osculat-
ing circle of a discrete S-net at a vertex is
the ruling of the rotational cone in tangen-
tial contact with three successive planes.
Let us denote by p the contact point of
the central plane which itself has a nor-
mal vector n. And let further q1 and q2
be arbitrary points (i.e., not necessarily
the contact points) on the neighboring planes which have normal
vectors n1 and n2. Then the ruling direction from p to the cone
vertex v is parallel to (for a proof of this formula see Appendix A)

〈q1 − p,n1〉n × n2 + 〈q2 − p,n2〉n1 × n. (5)

For some applications like flankmilling (Sec. 3.2.3) or the construc-
tion of certain Weingarten surfaces (Sec. 3.5) we will make use of
the specific properties of S∗-nets. Particularly beneficial are S∗-nets
for flank milling (the milling tool is a surface of revolution acting
as milling engagement surface) where the tangent planes naturally
envelope the milling tool. For the details on the implementation,
the variables, constraints and the algorithm see Section 4.

2.4 Curvature Theory for S-Nets

Discrete S-nets discretize a curve network of parameter lines sym-
metric to principal directions. The discrete parameter lines of S-nets
come naturally with a discrete normal curvature (see Def. 2.16). Even
more, since every discrete S-net comes with a normal vector field
or Gauss map (Def. 2.13), it gives rise to a discrete curvature theory
(Section 2.4.2). By comparing specific edge lengths and angles we
can further define sensible principal curvatures. To get the setting
right it is advisable to look at the smooth case first.
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2.4.1 Smooth principal curvatures. To compute principal curvatures
in the setting of S-nets we compare angles between the parameter
lines of the S-net and its Gauss map. The goal of this section is to
derive formulas for smooth principal curvatures.

We start by expressing the principal directions in terms of tangent
vectors of the S-net. Since we are only interested in local curvature
properties we do not restrict the following maps to any domain. Let
f : R2 → R3 be a smooth S-net and let e1, e2 denote the principal
directions (with ‖ei ‖ = 1). Let further n : R2 → S2 ⊂ R3 denote
the Gauss map, i.e., n = e1 × e2. Thus the tangent vectors to the

parameter lines are t1 :=
fu
‖fu ‖ = ae1+be2 and t2 :=

fv
‖fv ‖ = ae1−be2

for some a,b ∈ R with a2 + b2 = 1. Then, the tangent vectors of the
Gauss map are ν1 := −κ1ae1−κ2be2 and ν2 := −κ1ae1+κ2be2 (which
are not unit length vectors). Let us define four vectors η1,η2, ξ1, ξ2
parallel to the principal directions (see Figure 10 right):

η1 := t1 + t2 = 2ae1, η2 := t1 − t2 = 2be2,

and

ξ1 :=
ν1
‖ν1 ‖ +

ν2
‖ν2 ‖ =

−2κ1ae1√
κ2
1a

2
+κ2

2b
2
, ξ2 :=

ν1
‖ν1 ‖ −

ν2
‖ν2 ‖ =

−2κ2be2√
κ2
1a

2
+κ2

2b
2
.

Note that the two vectors ηi and ξi are parallel. The following
determinants indicate a signed ratio of the lengths of orthogonal
vectors (oriented by the normal vector)

dn := det
( ξ1
‖ξ1 ‖2 , ξ2,n

)
=

bκ2
aκ1

and df := det
( η1
‖η1 ‖2 ,η2,n

)
=

b
a ,

and their ratio equals the ratio of the principal curvatures

df

dn
=

κ1

κ2
. (6)

Consequently, we know the ratio between the principal curvatures,
but not their magnitude. So we additionally study the angle between
the tangent vectors and apply Euler’s formula. We denote the cosine
of the intersection angle between the parameter curves by s :=
cos ∠(t1, t2) = 〈t1, t2〉. By setting φ = ∠(t1, e1) we can write

s = cos(2φ) = 2 cos2(φ) − 1 = 1 − 2 sin2(φ),
and therefore cos2 φ = 1+s

2 and sin2 φ = 1−s
2 . Consequently, Euler’s

formula reads (see Eqn. (2))

κn = κ1 cos2 φ + κ2 sin2 φ = κ1
1+s
2 + κ2

1−s
2 .

Together with Equation (6) we obtain

2κn = κ2
( df
dn
(1 + s) + (1 − s)

)
.

Finally, we arrive at expressions of the principal curvatures in terms
of the radius of the Meusnier sphere and the aforementioned ratios
df and dn :

κ1 =
2κndf

df (1 + s) + dn (1 − s)
and κ2 =

2κndn
df (1 + s) + dn (1 − s)

.

2.4.2 Discrete principal curvatures. To obtain formulas for discrete
principal curvatures in the setting of S-nets we relate analogous
notions between the discrete and smooth setting. Consequently, we
will construct natural analogs of the notions needed in Sec. 2.4.1.

Let us consider a vertex star v,v1, . . . ,v4 with central vertex v .
Further, denote the vertex normal atv byn and the four surrounding

normals by n1, . . . ,n4 at v1, . . . ,v4 (each of them is normal to the
respective Meusnier sphere.)
The mesh consisting of all vertex normals n itself is an S-net

(which is the discrete Gauss map); it lies entirely on the unit sphere.
Our discrete unit tangent vectors at a vertex v are denoted by

t1, t2. Similarly, we can define unit tangent vectors ν1,ν2 at vertex
n of the Gauss map (as tangent vectors to the osculating circles).
In analogy to the ingredients for our smooth expressions of the
principal curvatures let us denote

η1 := t1 + t2, η2 := t1 − t2, ξ1 := ν1 + ν2, ξ2 := ν1 − ν2,

and further

dn := det
( ξ1

‖ξ1‖2
, ξ2,n

)
and dv := det

( η1

‖η1‖2
,η2,n

)
, (7)

and the cosine of the angle between the discrete parameter lines by

s := cos ∠(t1, t2). (8)

Discrete orthogonal S-nets are therefore characterized by s = 0 or
equivalently dv = 1. The discrete normal curvature κn is defined to
be the inverse of the radius of the Meusnier sphere (cf. Def. 2.16).
Then our discrete principal curvatures can be defined in analogy to
the smooth setting as

κ1 =
2κndv

dv (1+s) + dn (1−s)
and κ2 =

2κndn
dv (1+s) + dn (1−s)

. (9)

Note, that this novel expressions for the discrete principal curva-
tures are specifically created for “proper” S-nets, i.e., with vertex
spheres which do not degenerate to planes. These formulas do not
apply to A-nets (i.e., asymptotic nets) where the normal curvatureκn
vanishes. In that case we would end up with indefinite expressions
of the form 0/0.

2.4.3 Orthogonal S- and S∗-nets. Orthogonal S-nets follow the bi-
secting directions of the principal curvature directions; these are
also the directions of maximal geodesic torsion. Euler’s formula (2)
implies for smooth orthogonal S-nets, κn = κ1 cos2

π
4 + κ2 sin

2 π
4 =

1
2 (κ1 + κ2) = H , where H is the mean curvature. This property also
holds in our discrete setting.

Lemma 2.20. The discrete mean curvature Hv , i.e., the arithmetic
mean of the discrete principal curvatures, at a vertex v of an orthogo-
nal discrete S-net is precisely the discrete normal curvature.

Proof. In an orthogonal discrete S-net the cosine of the intersec-
tion angle (8) of the discrete parameter curves vanishes, i.e., s = 0.
Thus the arithmetic mean of the discrete principal curvatures (cf.
Eqn. (9)) computes to

Hv =
κ1 + κ2

2
=

κndv

dv + dn
+

κndn

dv + dn
= κn , (10)

which implies that the discrete mean curvature equals the discrete
normal curvature in these directions. �

Orthogonality of S∗-nets is measured between the tangential
rulings in the tangent plane which is in general different from the
angle between the contact curves. In our discrete setting the ruling
directions are given by Equation (5).
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3.2.1 Circumference milling with cylindrical tools. We are cutting
with circular edges of a rotational cylindrical tool. For curvature
adaptive milling we require that the circular edge is always slightly
smaller than an osculating circle of the surface. Recall that osculation
(2nd order contact) implies in general a local side change, i.e., local
undercutting. Hence, the best practically useful cutting circle will be
slightly smaller than the osculating circle. Getting this right is part
of the collision test between tool and target surface, which one has
to do anyway and for which a variety of algorithms are available.

We achieve curvature adaptation by computing tool positions in
such a way that the circular base always lies on a sphere (safety
sphere) which has a slightly smaller radius than theMeusnier sphere
(see Figure 13 right). This sphere gives us direct access to the tool
position. If the sphere radii are constant then also the tool angle is
constant. A limitation is that one can only mill from the side where
the Meusnier spheres lie. However, such a restriction is present for
any type of curvature adapted CNC machining.

To test our approach we milled two surfaces (see Figure 14) with
our curvature adaptive method and also one of them with conven-
tional methods, i.e., by using a standard CAM software (Sec. 3.2.2).
For generating our tool paths, we position the tool such that the
base circle is almost osculating one family of parameter lines of
our S-net while moving along the other family. Selecting a good
tool size comes from the knowledge of Meusnier sphere radii and
constraints on the tool angle as well as the collision and accessibility
test. Note that the S-net contains all information which is necessary
for this tool path planning approach.
The presented method can easily be extended to toroidal tools

where the base circle is rounded off. These tools are outer offsets of
cylindrical tools at some distance r . Offsetting the target surface by
r yields the situation we described here.

3.2.2 Milling experiment. The test pieces are machined from EN
AW-50, a medium strength aluminum alloy, on a 5-axis vertical
machining center with a rotary tilting table using an indexable 90◦

face mill with 50mm diameter and five SOMT 09T304 FR inserts
(cutting parameters vc = 80m/min, fz = 40µm). Our tool path runs
the cutter at the front only.

The reference finish pass is a standard 5-axis operation with the
cutter oriented normal to the drive surface and pulled back in axis
direction to avoid gouging when necessary, the tool is ran at the
radius. The tool path is generated using the 5-axis multi-surface
machining operation in SprutCAM 12. To avoid confusing specular
highlights, the aluminum surfaces were lightly etched in sodium
hydroxid solution to create a matte surface finish.

3.2.3 Flankmilling with conical tools. In flankmillingwe are cutting
with a surface of revolution acting as milling engagement surface.
We restrict ourselves to cones of revolution which is dual (in our
sense) to cutting with circles (as in Sec. 3.2.1). For curvature adaptive
milling we require that the cone is always inside an osculating cone
of the surface. It is tangentially circumscribed to a safety sphere,
which is slightly smaller than the Mannheim sphere corresponding
to the ruling direction. The preferred net type is therefore an S∗-
net, as it determines naturally possible milling tool positions. In
Figure 15 we show computed tool paths for the underlying S∗-net.

ours conventional

Fig. 14. Comparison of our curvature adap-

tive milling results (le� column) with a con-

ventional method (right column, cf. also

Sec. 3.2.1). Our method (see Sec. 3.2.2) results

in a much smoother surface as confirmed by

the zooming (second row) and the planar sec-

tion transversally to the tool path motion

(third row). Aside: Visualization of our com-

puted tool paths.
The adaption of the cylindrical milling tool (55mm diameter compared to a

15cm × 15cm work piece) to the curvature of the surface is so strong that

only 9 sweep paths across the surface where necessary to achieve as li�le

scallop heights as visible in the planar section.

3.2.4 S-nets for milling. S-nets are very suitable as a basis for CNC
tool path planning if the intersection angle is not too far away from
90 degrees, so that one gets sufficiently wide machined strips and
high efficiency. Moreover, it is an advantage if the sphere radii do
not vary too much, since then one can find a sufficiently big cutter
and also does not have to change the tilt angle too much during the
machining operation. These two desirable properties need not be
strongly conflicting: The sphere radius for an orthogonal S-net at
each point equals the harmonic mean of the principal curvature radii.
Thus, there is a high chance of having a lower variation in the sphere
radii of the S-net than in the principal curvature radii. Another
advantage is that S-nets directly provide the integral curves of a field
of good machining directions (locally well adapted tool positions)
and an overview of the distance variation between adjacent paths.
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Fig. 15. Curvature adaptive flank milling. In this case the milling tool is a

cone of revolution and the milling engagement surface is part of the cone’s

surface rather than a sharp edge. Dual to path planning in the case of a

circular cu�ing edge, we compute the cones with help of the Mannheim

spheres (Sec. 2.1.9) of an S∗-net. Our CNC simulation (right) is illustrated

by the enveloping surface of the conical tool under the tool path motion

that we computed.

3.3 Curved support structures from repetitive elements

Gridshells are lattice/grid structures which gain strengths by fol-
lowing doubly curved surfaces. Building gridshells by constructing
a network of lamellas orthogonal to reference surfaces and by only
using repetitive elements was considered in [Schling et al. 2018].
They fabricated their lamellas from planar circular strips of constant
radius which implies that the curves on the surface along which
the lamellas are mounted must follow curves of constant normal
curvature. This follows from the fact that the normal curvature of a
curve on a surface is preserved in the development of such orthogo-
nal strips [Blaschke and Leichtweiß 1973, p. 83]. A special case is
the one of A-nets where the normal curvature is 0 which means
asymptotic lines. The corresponding lamelleas develop to elongated
rectangles as it is the case in Figure 2. Even more special is the case
of A-nets with a constant intersection angle of parameter lines. This
class of surfaces and their discretizations which then must have a
constant negative ratio of principal curvatures have been studied in
[Jimenez et al. 2020].
S-nets (smooth and discrete) with constant radius r Meusnier

spheres are nets where both families of parameter lines have con-
stant normal curvature 1/r . For reasons of continuity on such sur-
faces, the Meusnier sphere must always stay on the same side of
the surface. Discrete S-nets with constant radius Meusnier spheres
are also so-called edge constraint nets in the sense of [Hoffmann
et al. 2017], i.e., the sum of neighboring normals is orthogonal to the
common edge. This follows immediately from the very symmetric
setting since the endpoints of the common edge lie on the intersec-
tion circle of congruent spheres and the normals pass through the
sphere centers. Another very interesting fact is that the net formed
by the Meusnier sphere centers of such a net is also an S-net with
constant radius r Meusnier spheres.

3.3.1 Lamellas for curved support. Let us compute a developable
lamella sitting orthogonal on a smooth surface along an arbitrary
given curve γ . What we need are the ruling directions ν of that
developable surface. The tangent vector t = Ûγ/‖ Ûγ ‖, the surface
normal vector n and the tangent normal д = n × t form the so called

Fig. 16. Rendering of a pavilion, inspired by the work of E. Schling (Fig. 2).

The underlying surface is a discrete S-net with constant radius Meusnier

spheres, resulting in lamellas si�ing orthogonal on the surface and which

can be unfolded into parts of circular annuli of constant radius.

orthogonal Darboux frame. Then the ruling vector ν is computed by
ν =д× Ûд=д×(τдn−κдn)=τдt+κдn, where τд is the geodesic torsion
and κд the geodesic curvature (see, e.g., [do Carmo 1976, p. 248]).

Figure 16 illustrates a structure with curved developable lamellas
orthogonally attached to the underlying surface. This surface is
a discrete S-net with constant radius Meusnier spheres implying
that the lamellas unfold to the plane to congruent circular strips
(annuli). This is a big advantage in fabrication as the preparation of
each individual unfolded strips is the same (except for the slits). The
paper model in Figure 17 was solely built from circular annuli cut
out of paper. The underlying surface is again an S-net with constant
Meusnier sphere radii.

3.3.2 Constant ratio of principal curvature Weingarten surfaces. A
special case of S-nets with constant sphere radii is the class of A-
nets where the radii are ∞, i.e., planar vertex stars. The lamellas
along such surfaces unfold to planar (elongated) rectangles. If we

Fig. 17. Le� : Rendering of a paper stripmodel with strips orthogonally

a�ached to the reference surface which is an S-net with constant Meusnier

sphere radii. Right : Photo of the real built stripmodel together with unfolded

strips. All strips are congruent circular annuli of the same radius.
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Fig. 18. CMC surfaces. We feed our

algorithm with the “tetrahedral”-

symmetric mesh (top-le�) and op-

timize it for a discrete CMC surface

(top-right), i.e., an orthogonal S-net

with constant Meusnier sphere radii.

The S-net resembles a tetranoidal

CMC surface with four unduloidal

ends. Le� : A discrete minimal sur-

face modeled as orthogonal A-net.

have additionally constant intersection angles we arrive at discrete
Weingarten surfaces with κ1/κ2 = c < 0.

3.4 CMC surfaces

There are several computational methods to construct constant
mean curvature (CMC) surfaces with the most recent one [Pan et al.
2012] about robust computation methods of discrete CMC surfaces
with fixed given or free boundaries. While their method performs
computations on a type of Voronoi tesselation and naturally neglects
the mesh layout as part of the design, ours is inherently connected
to it. We design discrete CMC surfaces from the given combinatorics
of the principal curvature net (in fact, its diagonal net).
Orthogonal S-nets where both parameter curves have constant

normal curvature κn = c are CMC surfaces since H = κn = c which
follows immediately from (10). Consequently, discrete orthogonal
S-nets with constant radius Meusnier spheres are CMC surfaces.
In Figure 18 we show a discrete CMC surface with four (undu-

loidal) ends together with the mesh for the initialization of our
algorithm. We optimize for an S-net, orthogonality, and equal Meu-
snier sphere radii.
Minimal surfaces are surfaces with vanishing mean curvature.

Consequently, in our discrete setting, discrete minimal surfaces are
orthogonal A-nets (see Figure 18 (bottom-left) for such a net) or
S-nets with vanishing discrete mean curvature, i.e., with dn = −df
(see Eqn. (7)) since Equation (9) immediately implies κ1 = −κ2 and
therefore H = 0.

3.5 Mold reduction — Weingarten surfaces

Weingarten surfaces are surfaces whose principal curvatures κ1,κ2
satisfy an equation F (κ1,κ2)=0. Typical examples include minimal
surfaces (F = κ1 + κ2), CMC surfaces (F = κ1 + κ2 − c), constant
Gaussian curvature surfaces (F =κ1κ2 − c), surfaces of revolution,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Rendering of the facade of a stadium. The surface is a Weingarten

surface modeled as S-net with constant intersection angle and constant

Meusnier sphere radii. The number of molds used for the fabrication of

its doubly curved panels reduces approximately to the square root of the

number of panels as identically curved panels lie along curves of constant

curvature illustrated by isolines (b). Panels with identical molds are clustered

together and highlighted by the same color (a).

etc. The significant advantage of such surfaces for architectural pan-
elizations is that it is covered by a one-parameter family of isolines
along which both principal curvatures are constant. Therefore along
these isolines we can place panels fabricated from the same mold
since the curvature behavior is everywhere the same. Compared
to non-Weingarten surfaces where the number of necessary molds
can be expected to be approximately the number of panels N in the
case of Weingarten surfaces they reduce to a magnitude of

√
N .

3.5.1 Affine linear Weingarten surfaces. Euler’s formula for isogonal
S-nets (i.e., S-nets with constant intersection angle between their
parameter lines) with a constant sphere radius reads aκ1 + bκ2 = c
for some fixed a,b, c ∈ R. It is therefore a discrete Weingarten sur-
face with an affine linear relation in the principal curvatures. An
illustration of such a panelization, the pattern of the isolines and
an architectural rendering is shown in Figures 1 and 19. The panels
on that surface have been generated with the methods in [Eigen-
satz et al. 2010] which generate in that case paraboloids that even
out smoothness, kink angles and gaps between neighboring panels
within real-world tolerances.

3.5.2 Constant harmonic mean curvature surfaces. Blaschke’s for-
mula for (smooth) orthogonal S∗-nets reads

ρ∗n =
1
κ2

cos2 θ + 1
κ1

sin2 θ = 1
2 (

1
κ2
+

1
κ1
),

which is the inverse of the harmonic mean of the
principal curvatures. Therefore, if a discrete orthog-
onal S∗-net assumes additionally constant radius
Mannheim spheres at each plane these nets are
discrete constant harmonic mean curvature surfaces
(see image aside) and clearly belong to the class of
Weingarten surfaces. Multiplying the above equa-
tion by κ1κ2 we obtain an equation of type H = cK
(i.e., according to some authors a linear Weingarten surface). All
constant harmonic mean curvature surfaces are offset surfaces of
minimal surfaces.
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Fig. 20. Right : The Glass

Pavilion of Bruno Taut (1914)

is one of the first built non-

trivial PQ meshes. It shows

how difficult it is to get high

aesthetics without computa-

tional support, even for a ro-

tational shape with just a

few panels.
Le� : An architectural rendering of a tower consisting of three facade sur-

faces, each of them with a panelization along the discrete characteristic

conjugate net (Sec 3.6). We modeled all faces as planar dimmed glass panels.

From the infinite number of conjugate nets (which exist on any surface)

this discrete characteristic conjugate net exhibits a more exciting aesthetic

impression than a principal net on that surface would do (which would also

be conjugate).

3.6 S-nets with planar faces

Of great interest in architectural applications and in particular from a
manufacturing point of view are nets with planar faces. Planar quad
meshes are conjugate nets, i.e., the parameter lines follow conjugate
directions. S-nets with planar faces are called characteristic conjugate
nets. In a tangent plane spanned by the principal directions e1, e2,
the characteristic conjugate directions are given by t1 = |κ1 |−1/2e1+
|κ2 |−1/2e2 and t2 = |κ1 |−1/2e1 − |κ2 |−1/2e2 (see also Sec 2.1.5 and
Figure 5 right). The limitation however of such nets is that they
do not exist on negatively curved surfaces. The Swiss Re Tower by
N. Foster and K. Shuttleworth is a hybrid version of that idea. It
contains several diamond-shaped planar faces which are completed
by triangular faces.
Our design of a tower Figure 20 is integrating three facade sur-

faces, each of them being constructed as a discrete characteristic
conjugate net. All faces are modeled as planar glass panels.

3.7 Circular arc structures

Another feature of S-nets is the existence of an underlying circular
arc structure in the sense of [Bo et al. 2011], where the edges of the
net are modeled as circular arcs that touch a common tangent plane
at common vertices. S-nets naturally come with such a structure
as we can simply intersect neighboring spheres sharing a common
edge. By replacing edges with these intersection circles (or better
parts of these circles) we obtain a circular arc structure since all arcs
emanating from one vertex lie on the same sphere and therefore
share a common tangent plane. The appearance of such circle-arc-
patterns depends strongly on the variation of the radii of the spheres.
A very regular pattern of such an arc structure is shown in Figure 21.
We leave further investigations on S-nets with interesting circular
arc structures for future research.

Fig. 21. Circular arc structure. The visual impression

of this circular arc structure is the one of a freeform

circle packing. However the circles that we see ac-

tually consist of four joint circular arcs (right). All

circular arcs emanating from one common vertex are

in tangential contact with the same tangent plane

at that vertex since the circular arcs are parts of the

intersection circles of adjacent spheres of an S-net.

4 ALGORITHM

S- or S∗-nets are characterized by constraints (Def. 2.14 and 2.17).
We encode such constraints as functions φi : RN → R and express
their validity as φi (x) = 0. The vector x of variables contains vertex
coordinates as well as auxiliary variables (see Section 4.2). Hence,
numeric computation of S- and S∗-nets (more precisely, finding the
vertex coordinates for given combinatorics) amounts to finding a
solution of a system of non-linear equations φi (x) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m.
In the following sections we present the numerical procedure that
we use to find such solutions, describe initialization, and give a
complete list of used constraint functions and auxiliary variables.

4.1 Computing constrained meshes

For concise notation let F : RN → Rm ,

F (x) :=
©«
φ1(x)
.
.
.

φm (x)

ª®®¬
, F ′(x) :=

©«

∇φ1(x)T
.
.
.

∇φm (x)T

ª®®®¬
. (11)

In our setting the system F (x) = 0 is underconstrained, otherwise
there would be no d.o.f. left for design. Hence, Newton’s method
cannot be directly applied. To circumvent this problem we apply
regularized least squares to solve F ′(x)h = −F (x), i.e., we minimize

‖F ′(x)h + F (x)‖2 + ε ‖h‖2. (12)

Solving the corresponding weighted normal equations in each itera-
tion leads to Algorithm 1 which forms the basis of our optimization.

As shown in [Tang et al. 2014] this approach is especially efficient
when the functions φi are polynomials of degree two (or less) and
‘sparse’ in the vector x . By this we mean that a function φi only
depends on very few entries of x , typically the coordinates and
associated auxiliary variables of a vertex and those of its neighboring
vertices. This yields sparse, positive definite matrices ATA + εI
and facilitates the use of efficient numerical methods, like sparse
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Table 1. Variables per vertex, edge, or face. The last column gives the total

number of each type. In total we have 28 |V | + |E | + 3 |F | + 2 variables.

description names #

vertex positions for each vertex v ∈R3 3 |V |
coefficients of sphere equations at each vertex star a, b1, b2, 5 |V |

b3, c ∈R
auxiliary variable guaranteeing positivity of a A ∈R |V |
auxiliary variable for vertex norm ‖v ‖ w ∈R |V |
squared edge lengths for each edge L ∈R |E |
tangent vectors to osculating circles at v t1, t2 ∈R3 6 |V |
length of tangent vectors at v s1, s2 ∈R3 2 |V |
unit tangent vectors at v e1, e2 ∈R3 6 |V |
face normal n ∈R3 3 |F |
vertex normal for coherent sphere alignment Ns ∈R3 3 |V |
auxiliary variable for coherent sphere alignment ks ∈R |V |
auxiliary variables for equal radii and angles r, θ2 ∈R 2

ALGORITHM 1: Core optimization loop solve()

input : function F : RN → Rm , initial guess x
output : solution x with F (x ) = 0

for i ← 1 to k do

A← F ′(x );
b ← F (x );
h ← solution of (ATA + ε I )h = −AT b ;
x ← x + h;

end

Cholesky factorization to solve the weighted normal equations. As
proposed in [Tang et al. 2014] we use values k ≤ 10 and ε = 0.001.

4.2 Variables and constraints

We work with quad-dominant meshesM(V ,E, F ) with mainly va-
lence 4 vertex stars. Our constraint functions φi are defined locally
– involving only a vertex and at most its 1-ring neighborhood. In the
generic case of a valence 4 vertex we refer to the 1-ring neighbors
of v as v1,v2,v3,v4. In addition to vertex coordinates we also use
auxiliary variables that are used in the definition and evaluation of
constraints. Some of those auxiliary variables only serve the pur-
pose of reducing the degree of a constraint to 2. Auxiliary variables
are either attached to vertices, edges, or faces ofM. Table 1 lists all
variables and how often they occur.

Our implementation is based on a generic half-edge data structure
which makes it easy to augment the definition of vertices, edges, and
faces with additional data blocks representing associated auxiliary
variables. In the following we present all our constraint functions
which, in different combinations (see Table 2), lead to nets with
different properties.

• Spherical nodes. A sphere can be represented as the zero set of

f (x) = ax2 + 〈(b1,b2,b3),x〉 + c = 0, (13)

where the center is −12a (b1,b2,b3) and the radius equals 1
2 |a | (b

2
1 +

b22 +b
2
3 − 4ac)

1/2. In that case the coefficients can be normalized s. t.

‖∇f ‖2 = b21 + b
2
2 + b

2
3 − 4ac = 1. (14)

Table 2. List of different types of S-nets (black) and S∗-nets (blue) together
with their characterizing properties.

co
n
st
an
g

or
th
og

on
al

co
n
st
ra
d.

ra
di
u
s
=
0

ra
di
u
s
=
∞

pl
an
ar

fa
ce

name
- - - - - - general S-net/S∗-net
1/1 - - - - - isogonal S-net/S∗-net
1/1 1/1 - - - - orthogonal S-net/S∗-net
- - 1/1 - - - const. normal curvature S-net/const. dual curvature

radius S∗-net
1 1 1/1 - - - CMC S-net/const. harmonic mean curvature surf.
- - 1 - 1 - A-net
- - 1 1 - - dual A-net
1 - 1 - - - affine linear Weingarten S-net
1 1 1 - 1 - minimal surface as A-net
1 - 1 - 1 - negative constant ratio of principal curvature A-net
- - - - - 1 characteristic conjugate S-net
1 1/1 - - - - mean curvature spheres/mid curvature spheres

Then the radius is 1
2 |a | . Equation (13) represents a plane if and only

if a = 0. Therefore an S-net is a net with

f (v) = 0, f (vi ) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , 4, (15)

for each vertex starv,v1, . . . ,v4. Since the expression a · ‖v ‖2 is not
quadratic we introduce auxiliary variablesw subject tow−‖v ‖2 = 0
in order to make f (v) quadratic.

• Guaranteeing positivity of a. To work with 1
2a as radius, we

have to guarantee that a is positive, i.e., by an equation of the form
a −A2 = 0 at each vertex star of valence four.

• Equal normal curvature. Equality of all sphere radii implies
equality of all normal curvatures. If Equation (14) holds then the
radius of each sphere is 1/(2a) and the constraint for globally equal
radii r reads 2ar − 1 = 0 at each vertex star.

• Tangent vectors to osculating circles. Osculating circles of the
parameter lines are circumcircles of v1vv3 and v2vv4. At vertex v ,
Lemma 2.12 implies for the tangent vectors (v1−v)L3−(v3−v)L1−t1 =
0 and (v2−v)L4 − (v4−v)L2 − t2 = 0, where Lj are the squared edge
lengths, i.e., ‖vj −v ‖2 − Lj = 0.

• Constant angle. We measure the angle between the unit vectors
e1, e2 to the osculating circles. Consequently, we must relate the
above tangent vectors t1, t2 with their lengths s1, s2 to e1, e2 by
t1 − s1e1 = 0 and t2 − s2e2 = 0, together with ‖e1‖2 − 1 = 0 and
‖e2‖2 − 1 = 0. Then the angle θ obeys 〈e1, e2〉 − cosθ0 = 0.

• Planar faces. To ensure planarity of faces, we introduce a normal
vectorn and enforce orthogonality by 〈vi−vj ,n〉 = 0 and for all edge
vectors of the face and 〈n,n〉 = 1 such that n does not degenerate.

• Coherent sphere alignment. For some applications we need the
spheres to coherently lie on one side of the surface. For that we com-
pare the outward pointing normal Ns with the reference normal Nr
of the mesh by requiring 〈Ns ,Nr 〉=k2s andNs−2av−(b1,b2,b3) = 0.
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• Distance to a reference surface. When approximating a reference
surface S, the meshM is supposed to ‘glide’ on S. This behavior is
realized by computing footpoints pk ∈ S and corresponding normal
vectors nk for each vertex vk ∈ V . Closeness to S is enforced by
minimizing point-to-plane distances 〈vk −pk ,nk 〉 = 0. The pk and
nk are updated after each iteration of Alg. 1. Using an efficient
data structure (e.g. [Muja and Lowe 2009]) to realize the projection
operatorV → S greatly improves the performance of our algorithm.

4.3 Initialization

principal net S-net initialization

4.3.1 Finding the right combinatorics.

Edges of an S-net M around a ver-
tex are symmetric with respect to the
principal curvature directions at that
vertex. If we are given a reference sur-
face S to be approximated by an S-
net, our initial guess forM should be close to such a geometric
configuration. So, we first estimate principal curvature directions
on S on a per face basis, cf. [Rusinkiewicz 2004]. The cross field ob-
tained in this way is then rotated by 45◦ and integrated, cf. [Bommes
et al. 2009]. We use the resulting parametrization of S to extract
our initial guessM, [Ebke et al. 2013]. This procedure generates the
vertex set V and combinatorics (E, F ) (including automatic place-
ment of singularities) of a quad-dominant meshM. Note that the
combinatorics ofM does not change during the optimization.

One way of making S∗-nets computationally accessible is by con-
tact elements (i.e., contact point plus normal direction) instead of
just a net of planes. The advantage of knowing the contact point
where the sphere touches the plane gives direct access to the un-
derlying ps net and makes computations like intersection angle or
fairness energy evaluations feasible. As initial mesh for computation
of S∗-nets we take the geometry of an S-net and approximate the
Mannheim spheres by the tangent plane information that we are
given in the vertices. Note that in general the Mannheim spheres
corresponding to S∗-nets and the Meusnier spheres corresponding
to S-nets can be very different even though the geometry of the nets
seen as surfaces look similar.

4.3.2 Singularities and fairness. The constraints listed above do not
imply any kind of mesh fairness. To achieve smooth meshes we
apply a fairness termwith a very small weight, typically in the range
10−6 to 10−3. Fairness is most important during early iterations of
optimization and may be faded out when approaching a solution,
see [Tang et al. 2014]. A mesh generated as described in the previous
paragraph has singularities whenever the cross field of principal
directions exhibits singularities. We do not apply any constraints
except fairness around such vertices. For regular vertices fairness
is achieved by minimizing second differences v1 − 2v +v3 = 0 and
v2 − 2v + v4 = 0. For valence n , 4 vertices we use the umbrella
operator

∑n
i=1vi − nv = 0 as fairness term.

4.3.3 Initialization of auxiliary variables. Vertex coordinates V are
fixed in this step. Since all auxiliary variables have a geometric
meaning we can use standard tools to estimate them, e.g., for a
vertex v we get a,b1,b2,b3, c by computing a least squares sphere

Table 3. The computation times collected in the last column refer to seconds

per iteration as our implementation is a handle-based editing method.

Fig constraints |V | |var | T/iter
1 linear Weingarten 2824 79165 1.03s
3-1 S-net 3408 33750 0.78s
3-2 S-net 4992 49920 1.11s
3-3 S-net 2731 26914 0.55s
15 S∗-net + coh. sphere orient. 441 8476 0.10s
16 const. radius spheres 1205 15131 0.22s

18-left A-net + orthogonal 6096 148416 2.47s
19 linear Weingarten 1984 56321 0.76s

fit to v,v1,v2,v3,v4. Analogously we can initialize face normals. A
formula for the computation of tangent vectors to osculating circles
is given in Lemma 2.12.

4.4 Convergence behavior

As with any numerical optimization, convergence depends on the
initial guess. In our setting there are two aspects to this: initial vertex
positions V and mesh combinatorics (E, F ). A fixed mesh topology
and a chosen set of constraints defines a solution manifold, i.e.,
an admissible set of vertex coordinates. Initial vertex coordinates
V need to be reasonably close to the solution manifold for our
optimization to succeed. We discuss the convergence behavior of
our method for each basic task.

(A) Our initialization procedure ensures that the initial vertex
positions as well as the combinatorics are close to a valid S- or S∗-
net. We did not experience convergence problems in this setting.
The situation is analogous to that of computing a quad mesh with
planar faces, i.e., one has to start with a conjugate curve network in
order to faithfully approximate a reference surface [Sauer 1970].

(B) Applying interactive changes to vertex coordinates of an S-
or S∗-net can lead to configurations where the mesh topology can
no longer sustain the ps property. Since we treat vertex positions of
handle vertices as hard constraints, the optimization cannot fix this
and fails.

(C) In contrast to (B) there are no hard constraints on any vertex
coordinates. Figure 18 (top row) shows an example of this ‘form
finding’ procedure. If the initial set of vertex coordinates is too far
away from the solution manifold the mesh will collapse to a single
point. This behavior is due to the fairness energy.

4.5 Computation times

As most of our application oriented examples involve interactive
design steps, we only provide computation times for each iteration
of Algorithm 1. While moving a vertex we run one iteration and
after releasing the mouse button five more. The computation times
in Table 3 refer to our implementation in Python on a 2.7 GHz Intel®
Core™ i5 CPU with 8GB RAM.

5 CONCLUSION

5.1 Limitations
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On simple surfaces, the increased flexi-
bility of S-nets allows one to design visu-
ally pleasing and interesting alternatives
to the rather monotonous quad meshes
which are aligned with principal direc-
tions. However, when a surface possesses
details with high curvature variation, S-
nets may not be the method of choice.
This is seen in the Bunny model aside.

It is far beyond the scope of our paper to provide a complete path
planning algorithm for CNC machining. This requires more studies,
but apart from that, there are unavoidable and already mentioned
limitations for all types of curvature adapted machining.

5.2 Conclusion and future research

We have presented the first in-depth study of quad meshes which
are symmetric with respect to principal directions. Depending on
the type of sphere geometry which underlies the discretization,
we investigated two types of these ps meshes and showed how to
compute them with numerical optimization. Moreover, we outlined
their potential for various applications in design, architecture and
computational fabrication.

We could not elaborate on all aspects in full detail and complete-
ness and thus there is plenty of room for future research.
On the theoretical side, one can unify the two types of meshes

within Lie sphere geometry [Blaschke 1929] and obtain quad meshes
of oriented spheres in which each sphere and its four connected
neighboring spheres are in oriented contact with a sphere. There is
also a need for a better understanding of the discrete differential ge-
ometry of those special surfaces which can be elegantly represented
as ps meshes.

Concerning applications, most of the ones we addressed deserve
a closer investigation. This is particularly true for remeshing exploit-
ing the degrees of freedom and guided by the specific application.
The latter could be CNC machining, where some of the open issues
have been indicated above.
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A PROOFS OF THEOREMS

Proposition 2.11. Let us assume that f is an arbitrary parametriza-
tion of a surface and t = afu + b fv is an arbitrary tangent vector.

Then the tangent vector s = ã fu + b̃ fv is symmetric to t with respect
to the principal directions if and only if

(a,b)M
(
ã

b̃

)
:= (a,b)

(
2Fe − 2E f Ge − Eд
Ge − Eд 2Gf − 2Fд

) (
ã

b̃

)
= 0,

i.e., if (a,b) is orthogonal to (ã, b̃) with respect to the 2 × 2 matrixM .

Proof. Let us first assume that the two tangent vectors s, t are
linearly independent. The corresponding directions in the param-
eter domain (a,b) and (ã, b̃) therefore fulfill ãb − ab̃ , 0. Due to
Lemma 2.2 the condition for an S-net can be translated into a con-
dition of equal normal curvature, i.e., the two directions in the
parameter domain (a,b) and (ã, b̃) correspond to directions that are
symmetric with respect to the principal directions if and only if
κn (a,b) = κn (ã, b̃). Therefore, Equation (1) implies

a2e + 2ab f + b2д

a2E + 2abF + b2G
=

ã2e + 2ãb̃ f + b̃2д

ã2E + 2ãb̃F + b̃2G
,

or equivalently

(ãb − ab̃)
[
2aãE f − 2aãeF + ãbEд + ab̃Eд + 2bb̃Fд

−(ãbe + ab̃e + 2bb̃ f )G
]
= 0.

As ãb − ab̃ , 0 we immediately obtain equivalence to Equation (4).
On the other hand if s, t are linearly dependent and symmetric

with respect to the principal directions, this direction must be princi-
pal. Since principal directions are eigenvectors of the shape operator,
they fulfill (

E F

F G

)−1 (
e f

f д

) (
a

b

)
= λ

(
a

b

)
.

Eliminating λ yields

a2(eF − E f ) + ab(eG − Eд) + b2(f G − Fд) = 0,

which is precisely Equation (4) for (ã, b̃) = (a,b). �

Lemma 2.2. Apart from umbilical points an S-net is the same as a
net with equal normal curvature in both directions.

Proof. The Symmetry of two tangent vectors s, t implies equal
normal curvature according to Corollary 2.6. The angle between
s [resp. t] and the first principal curvature direction is denoted by
α [resp. β]. If κ1 , κ2 then κn (t) = κn (s) implies that t and s are
either linearly dependent or symmetric with respect to the principal
directions. This follows immediately from Euler’s formula:

κ1 cos
2 α + κ2 sin

2 α = κ1 cos
2 β + κ2 sin

2 β

⇒ (κ1 − κ2) cos2 α = (κ1 − κ2) cos2 β
⇒ β ∈ {α ,−α ,π + α ,π − α },

and thus, t and s are linearly dependent (β ∈ {α ,π+α }) or symmetric
to the principal directions (β ∈ {−α ,π − α }). �

Lemma 2.12. Let ABC be a triangle. Then B−A
‖B−A ‖2 −

C−A
‖C−A‖2 is a

tangent vector to the circumcircle of ABC at A.

B

A

C

c

C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2
C−A
‖C−A‖2

B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
B−A
‖B−A‖2
❈
❈❈❖

Proof. Let us consider the
unit circle c around A. Re-
flecting a point X in that cir-
cle c computes to X−A

‖X−A ‖2 .
Thus, reflectingA,B in this cir-
cle yields vectors B−A

‖B−A ‖2 and
C−A
‖C−A ‖2 . Reflecting the circum-

circle of ABC in circle c re-
flects it to a straight line as
the circumcircle ofABC passes
through the center (which isA)
of the circle we are reflecting
in. And the center is reflected to infinity. Additionally, the reflected
straight line is parallel to the tangent at A as it passes through
the two fixed points which consist of the intersection points of
the two involved circles. Thus subtracting the two vectors, i.e.,
B−A
‖B−A‖2 −

C−A
‖C−A ‖2 , yields a vector parallel to the tangent at A. �

Proof of Eqation (5). We have to show that v − p is parallel
to 〈q1 − p,n1〉n × n2 + 〈q2 − p,n2〉n1 × n.

The tip of the conev is contained in all three planes which implies

〈v − p,p〉 = 0, 〈v − q1,n1〉 = 0, 〈v − q2,n2〉 = 0. (16)

To show parallelity of the two vectors we show that their cross
product vanishes:

(v − p) × (〈q1 − p,n1〉n × n2 + 〈q2 − p,n2〉n1 × n)
= 〈q1 − p,n1〉(〈n,v − p〉n2 − 〈n2,v − p〉n)
+ 〈q2 − p,n2〉(〈n1,v − p〉n − 〈n,v − p〉n1)
(16)
= 〈q2 − p,n2〉〈n1,v − p〉n − 〈q1 − p,n1〉〈n2,v − p〉n
= 〈〈q2 − p,n2〉n1 − 〈q1 − p,n1〉n2,v − p〉n
(16)
= 〈〈q2 − p +v − q2,n2〉n1 − 〈q1 − p +v − q1,n1〉n2,v − p〉n
= 〈〈v − p,n2〉n1 − 〈v − p,n1〉n2,v − p〉n
= 〈(v − p) × (n2 × n1),v − p〉n = 0. �
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